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Ideological clashes over gun control, abortion, and foreign wars give the impression that, 
morally speaking, conservatives are from Mars and liberals are from Venus. Relying on 
personality, motivational, and cognitive approaches, this symposium investigates the basic 
processes underlying ideological moral conflicts. The result is a surprising amount of common 
ground. 
 
Do Conservatives Really Moralize Obedience to Authority? 
Jeremy A. Frimer, Jennifer C. Wright, Danielle Gaucher 
University of Winnipeg; College of Charleston 
Liberals often morally support individuals who challenge authorities. Conservatives often 
support individuals who obey orders. We suggest that this ideological difference is primarily the 
product of a general bias to favor like-minded authorities. Studies 1-3 use personality 
judgments, scales, and vignettes to show that conservatives appear to have a moral affinity for 
obedience to authorities, and liberals a moral affinity for disobedience. Study 4-5 experimentally 
tested the source of the disagreement: moral sentiments about (a) obedience, or (b) the 
authority demanding obedience. The political association of the authority was the stronger driver 
of the disagreement. When the authority is liberal, liberals---not conservatives---moralize 
obedience. Study 6 finds that people perceive authorities, by default, to be conservative. Most of 
the political disagreement about obedience to authority is sourced to a generic bias to favor 
authorities that share one’s own beliefs, along with a perception that authorities are 
conservative.  
 
 
Cross situational (In)consistency in Liberals' and Conservatives' Moral Worldviews 
Daniel Wisneski, Paul Conway, Linda J. Skitka 
University of Illinois, Chicago; University of Western Ontario 
Research testing Moral Foundations Theory finds that liberal morality depends on the two 
individuating foundations whereas conservatives’ morality depends equally on individuating and 
binding foundations. These differences are assumed to underlie the ideological divide in modern 
politics. We tested whether this pattern is contextually stable or variable. In two studies, we 
found that liberals’ sense of morality varied across the domains of politics (e.g., abortion 
attitudes) and everyday life (e.g., illegally parking in a handicap space), whereas conservatives’ 
sense of morality is relatively stable across these domains. The individuating moral foundations 
predicted Liberals’ moral judgments about politics, whereas the binding foundations predicted 
their moral judgments in the domain of everyday life. Conservatives’ moral judgments were 
predicted by all five moral foundations, regardless of domain, but were most strongly predicted 
by the binding foundations. Implications will be discussed.  
 
 
Moral Context Matters: When Liberals and Conservatives Differ (and Don’t) 
Ronnie Janoff-Bulman, Nate C. Carnes 



University of Massachusetts - Amherst 
In our model of political ideology, liberalism and conservatism are respectively based in 
approach and avoidance motivation. These differences are reflected in preferences for distinct 
(prescriptive versus proscriptive) moral regulatory systems, suggesting strong liberal-
conservative differences in morality. However, we have found that the relationship between the 
two moral regulatory systems differs by context, and thus we would expect the magnitude of 
liberal-conservative differences to also depend largely on context. Data from three studies (two 
large surveys and one lab study) demonstrate that context matters, for there are minimal liberal-
conservative differences in the individual (moderation, industriousness) and interpersonal (not 
harming, helping/fairness) moral domains, where proscriptive and prescriptive morality are 
positively correlated. In contrast, large differences exist in the collective/group domain (social 
order and social justice), where the two moral regulatory orientations are negatively correlated. 
Explanations for these distinct patterns and their implications for politics and national elections 
will be addressed.)  
 
 
Descriptive Differences, Common Cognition: A Universal Dyadic Moral Template 
Kurt Gray, Chelsea Schein 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Building off classic work on the cognitive structure of concepts, we suggest that--despite 
descriptive differences--morality can be unified by a single cognitive template. This template is 
dyadic, involving the causal combination of two perceived minds--an intentional moral agent and 
a suffering moral patient. Three studies test for the top-down influence of this template on moral 
judgment. Specifically, studies assess the idea of dyadic completion, whether isolated moral 
agents (i.e., wrongdoers) are psychologically linked to perceived moral patients (i.e., victims). 
To provide the most conservative test, dyadic completion is evaluated using implicit paradigms 
(e.g., lexical decision tasks) for the objectively victimless violations of purity and loyalty. Studies 
reveal that, across the political spectrum, all wrongs are tied to perceived victimhood, and this 
cannot be accounted for by affective congruence. A dyadic template suggests that cultural 
differences in moral judgments may not reflect distinct cognitive processes.  
 


